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Introduction

Purpose
› Discover Standex Electronics’ Reed Switch Technology
Objectives
› Explain reed switch function and unique features
› Explain the structure and manufacture of a reed switch
› Explain some basic switch parameters
› Describe reed switch applications and basic operation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome to Standex Electronics’ Reed Switch Technology training module.  This module will explain the functionality, unique features, structure and crucial manufacturing and design elements to reed switch technology.  This module will also explain some basic switch parameters as well as describe basic reed switch operation along with a few applications.
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What is a Reed Switch?

› Electromechanical switching device
› Consists of two ferromagnetic reeds
› Hermetically sealed glass envelope
› Switching occurs when brought into a 

magnetic field generated by a 
permanent magnet or electromagnetic 
coil

› Range in size from 0.025” to 2” long

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A Reed Switch is a small electromechanical device having two ferromagnetic reeds hermetically sealed in a glass envelope, and when brought into a magnetic field the reeds will close, creating a switching function. They range in length from 2.0 inches long to as small as 0.025 inches long.  
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Why is the Reed Switch unique?

Unique 
Characteristics

Very simple in its 
structure

Hermetic seal allows 
them to exist or 

operate in almost 
any environment

No wearing parts
Reliable switching 

for billions of 
operations

Draws no power in 
the normally open 

state

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a technology, the Reed Switch is unique. Very simple in its structure, it crosses many technologies in its manufacture. Being hermetically sealed, it can exist or be used in almost any environment.  Protected from the outside environment, the contacts are not susceptible to wear and will typically perform billions of reliable operations.  Under normal operating conditions or in its normally open state, the Reed Switch contacts do not touch, therefore they draw zero power.
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Reed Switch Structure

Glass Tube
› Temperature Coefficient of Expansion (TCE) of 

glass exactly matches NiFe reeds
› Hermetically sealed
› Both ends of the glass tube are heated and the 

glass melts and forms the hermetic seal 
encompassing both ends.

› During the glass sealing process the glass cavity 
is usually filled with an inert gas (typically 
nitrogen) or the cavity may be evacuated 
creating a vacuum. This vacuum usually supports 
high voltage switching (in excess of 1000 Volts).

› Nitrogen filled

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Critical to its quality and reliability is its glass to metal hermetic seal, where the glass and metal used must have exact linear thermal coefficients of expansion.  Otherwise, cracking and poor seals will result.  Like semiconductors, any foreign particles present in the manufacture will give rise to losses, quality and reliability problems.   A highly precise and controlled laser sealing process is used to melt and form the glass hermetic seal, during which the air is removed and the glass is filled with an inert gas made up of mainly nitrogen.  The glass is then annealed whereby removing any residual stress from the glass structure. A vacuum process is also used to achieve high voltage switching up to 1000 volts. Although a Reed Switch consists of relatively few components: Extreme cleanliness and high precision are a must for the manufacturing of Reed Switches and therefore the whole process is carried out in a clean room environment. 
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Reed Switch Structure

Reed Contacts
› Nickel/Iron (NiFe) alloy
› Under layer of gold, copper or Tungsten 0.25µm to 0.5µm
› Outer layer rhodium, ruthenium or iridium 1.0µm to 2.0 µm

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to be affected by a magnetic field, the reed blades must be ferromagnetic thus the two reed leads are made up of a Nickel/Iron (NiFe) alloy which is naturally abundant and easy to anneal.  The contact area of the Reed Switch has 2 additional metal layers that are both highly conductive and provide low and stable contact resistance.  The under layer consists of typically 0.25-0.50 microns of either gold, copper or tungsten while the outer layer will typically have 1-2 microns of rhodium, ruthenium or iridium. Whether sputtered or plated, the process of applying the contact material must be carried out precisely in ultra clean environments similar to semiconductor technology.The final hermetically sealed switch leads undergo an automatic lead-free tinning process which is applied between 8-12 microns thick.  All completed reed switches undergo half a million dry switch cycles then receive extensive parametric testing for magnetic sensitivity, contact resistance, DCR and stability to ensure the highest quality.  
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Basic Switch Parameters

Pull-In (PI) refers to the point where the reed switch 
contacts close

Drop-out (DO) refers to the point where the reed 
switch contacts open

Ampere Turns (AT) or milliTesla (mT) define the 
relative magnetic strength or sensitivity of the 
opening and closing points

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pull-in and Drop-out are the points referred to when the contacts close and open.  The pull-in and drop-out are specified in AT or milliTesla (mT) which indicate the relative magnetic strength at these opening and closing points.  For some specific applications, it is also very convenient to specify the opening and closure points in distance.  Most companies measure the Reed Switches in Ampere Turns (AT).   Though universally milliTesla (mT) is a more generally accepted magnetic measurement unit.  MEDER is the first and only reed switch manufacturer to convert over to milliTesla, but continues to reference AT. 
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Basic Switch 
Parameters

• Hysteresis is the ratio of the 
drop out and the pull in, and is 
measured as a percent (%) or 
decimal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hysteresis is also another parameter that is useful to measure particularly in liquid level measurement. It is simply the ratio of the drop-out and the pull-in, usually measured as a percent (%) or decimal.  For example a reed switch that has a pull-in distance of 12mm divided by the drop-out of 20mm will have a hysteresis value of 60%.  In a level sensor application, such as in a fuel tank in which the liquid reservoir will undergo some movement, a higher hysteresis will ensure that the reed switch does not accidentally activate and provide inaccurate liquid levels.



Standex to OKI AT Conversion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AT values may vary between companies depending on the test coil used.  The chart shows a conversion between AT values using an OKI coil and a Standex coil.  For example: A 30AT ORT551 Reed Switch tested using a Standex KMS-01 coil will convert to approximately 24AT using the OKI #10 test coil.  As described in an earlier slide, Standex has converted their products to millitesla, thus providing a universal measurement standard to customers.  However, the issues described above will not be eliminated until all reed switch suppliers convert to using millitesla as their standard magnetic measurement unit.
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Reed Switch Applications

Applications
› Switching, non-contact sensing, liquid level monitoring and counting

› As a Reed Sensor or Level Sensor using the externally applied magnetic 
field produced by a permanent magnet when brought into proximity to 
the reed switch

› As a Metal Detection Sensor by detecting a ferromagnetic sheet or 
plate

› As a Reed Relay, the reed switch is activated when the electromagnet 
coil is energized producing a magnetic field around the switch

› Vehicles, safety engineering, household appliances, medical devices, 
telecommunications and industrial systems

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reed Switch products are used in Reed Relays and Reeds Sensors for switching, detecting and counting applications.  Whether activated using a permanent magnet or a ferromagnetic object as a Reed Sensor or using an electromechanical coil as a Reed Relay, they work in vehicles, safety engineering, household appliances, medical devices, telecommunications and industrial systems of many different varieties.  
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Reed Switch 
Operation

• As a Reed Sensor
• Switch contacts will 

close and remain 
closed when a magnet 
is brought into 
proximity with a reed 
switch

• Contacts will reopen 
and remain open once 
a magnet is distanced 
from the switch

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When a reed switch is packaged into a different form or housing, it is then referred to as a Reed Sensor.  A permanent magnet can be used to actuate the Reed Sensor contacts.  Once the magnet is distanced from the switch, the contacts will reopen and remain open until the magnet is moved into position again.  The example shows a simple perpendicular movement of the magnet in proximity to the reed switch.  Since the magnetic field is 3 dimensional, it is important to note that there are many possible variations for the magnets position and movement as well as magnetic strength and switch sensitivity which will determine the actuation point or points.



Reed Switch 
Operation

As a Metal Detection Reed 
Sensor

• Switch contacts will close 
and remain closed when 
a ferromagnetic object is 
moved into proximity 
with metal detection 
sensor (MK02 Series 
panel or PCB mount)

• Contacts will reopen and 
remain open once 
ferromagnetic material is 
distanced from the MK02 
sensor

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to using a permanent magnet to actuate a reed switch, MEDER electronic has also designed a patented bridge metal detection sensor.  The MK02 Series will detect the presence of a magnetically conductive material.  The sensor is mounted to a fixed object and as the magnetically conductive material moves into proximity with the MK02 sensor, the reed switch actuates.  This sensor is commonly used in door sensor applications or other metal detection applications requiring a rugged package in either panel mount or surface mount.



Reed 
Switch 
Operation
• As a Reed Relay

• Relay power OFF –
Switch contacts 
remain in normally 
open state and draw 
no power

• Relay power ON –
Coil is energized and 
switch contacts 
close and remain so 
until coil is turned off

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A Reed Relay has one or multiple Reed Switches inside an electromagnetic coil.  The reed switch contacts remain in their normally open state until the reed relay has a voltage applied to it which energizes the coil producing the magnetic field required to closed the reed contacts.  The contacts will remain closed as long as the coil remains energized and return to their open position once the relay coil is turned off.



Reed Switch Operation

Water Flow Sensor
› Reed Switch is secured to 

stationary object
› Permanent magnet rotates on 

moving paddle
› Rotation speed varies with filter 

debris volume
› Water flow is detected by paddle 

speed signaling filter status 
indicator lights

Click to Animate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a water flow application, the reed switch is secured to a stationary object while the magnet is placed on the moving paddle or baffle.  The water flow will cause the paddle to rotate with the magnet actuating the reed switch.  As the water filter collects debris, this will cause reduced water flow, slowing the paddle speed and thereby producing fewer switching operations.   The reed sensor detects the paddle speed and sends signals to a processor which will illuminate the appropriate filter status light.
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Reed Switch Operation

Liquid Level Sensor
› Floats have built-in ring magnet
› Float magnet slides over switch with 

change in fluid level causing reed 
switch to activate

› Reed switch activates LED indicator

Click to Animate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reed switches are used in many applications requiring the sensing or monitoring of single, multiple or continuous liquid levels.  A permanent magnet, molded into a float ring will activate the reed switches as the float moves up and down the sensor assembly in relation to the liquid level.  As each switch is activated, the status LED will change color to indicate the current liquid level.  Liquid level sensors using reed switch technology have many uses in detecting water, oil, diesel, gasoline, coolant, brake fluid and other water based and petroleum based liquids, whether vertically or horizontally mounted and in a fixed or removable tank or reservoir.  

https://standexelectronics.com/
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Applications

Test and measurement

Security and alarm

Household appliances

Automotive

Medical devices

Telecommunication

Industrial applications

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We offer engineered product solutions for a broad spectrum of product applications in all major markets, including but not limited to: Aerospace, Alternative Energy, Automotive / Transportation, Fluid Flow, Food Service, General Industrial, Heavy Duty Truck, Household / Appliances, HVAC/R, Hydraulics, Industrial / Power, Lighting, Medical, Metering, Military, Off Highway, Pool / Spa, Recreational, Security / Safety, Space, Test & Measurement, Utilities
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Summary

A Reed Switch is a small 
electromechanical device having two 

ferromagnetic reeds hermetically 
sealed a glass envelope.  When 

brought into a magnetic field, the 
reeds will close, creating a switching 

function. 

They are very simple in structure 
and are hermetically sealed so that 

they can be used in almost any 
environment.  Protect from the 

outside environment, the contacts 
are not susceptible to wear and will 
typically perform billions of reliable 

operations.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In summary, a reed switch is a small electromechanical device having two ferromagnetic reeds hermetically sealed a glass envelope.  When brought into a magnetic field, the reeds will close, creating a switching function.  When a reed switch is packaged into a different form or housing, it is then referred to as a reed sensor.  A permanent magnet can be used to actuate the reed sensor contacts.  In yet another form, a reed relays has one or multiple reed switches inside an electromagnetic coil.  The reed switch contacts remain in their normally open state until the reed relay coil is energized, producing a magnetic field strong enough to close the reed contacts.  Since these devices are hermetically sealed, they can exist or be used in almost any environment.  Being protected from the outside environment, the contacts are not susceptible to wear and will typically perform billions of reliable operations.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION ON OUR CAPABILITIES, 
AND HOW WE CAN PARTNER, SOLVE, AND DELIVER® 

TO YOUR NEEDS, PLEASE VISIT US AT

STANDEXELECTRONICS.COM

https://standexelectronics.com/
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